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1. TEBLİG
MATÜRIDI'NİN İLAHI HiKMET ANLAYlŞI
Prof. Dr. Ulrich Rudolph
Zürih Üniversitesi 1 İSViÇRE
ÖZET

Bütün Müslüman ilahiyatçılara göre Tanrı 'nın hikmet sahibi olduğu aşikardır.
Fakat "Tanrı hikmet sahibidir" cümlesinden ne anlaşıldığı o kadar aşikar değildir.
Bu sebeple keliimcılar Tanrı'nın hikıneti ile ilgili, Mu'tezile'nin asialı prensibinden tutun da Selefiyye'nin Tanrı yaptığı her şeyde hikmet sahibidir anlayışına
uzanan, bir dizi açıklamalar geliştirınişlerdir.
Tebliğiınde Miitüıidi'nin

hikmet anlayışını biraz aydınlatmak istiyorum. Göreceğimiz üzere bu oldukça karınaşık ve bir dizi keliimi tartışmayı bünyesinde
barındırınaya malıkumdur. Zira Miltüridi bu terimi, Tanrı'nın sınırsız gücü fikrini yaratılmış dünyanın aklen anlaşılabilirliği fikri ile uzlaştannaya çalışmak için
kullanmaktadır.

AL-MATÜRIDI'S CONCEPT OF GOD'S WISDOM
Prof. Dr. Ulrich Rudolph
University of Zurich 1 SWITZERLAND
SUMMARY

That God is wise was self-evident for all Islamic theologians. But it was ~ss
evident for them to explain what w e mean when w e utter this sentence. Therefore,
the Mutakalliınun developed various interpretations of God's wisdom, ranging
from the Mu 'tazilite idea that God has always to do the optimum (al-aslah) to the
traditionalist standpoint that He is wise whatever He does.
In my paper, I want to shed soıne light on Miitüridl's concept of God's wisdom. As we will see, it was complex and destined to combine several aspects of
the theological discussion. For Miltüridi used this concept in order to reconcile the
idea ofGod's onınipotence with the idea ofthe rationality of the created world.
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I

At first sight, the concept ofGod's wisdom does not figure among the promi2
nent ideas of Abü Manşiir al-Maturidi. Neither in his Kitiib at-Tawbfti nor in the
4
Tdwlliit al-Qw0n is it extensively discussed, apart from two more-or-less short
chapters to be found in the Kitiib at-Tawbfd: one of whi ch is entitled in the edition (but not in the ınanuscript) al-lfikma fi balq al-ğawiihir açl-çliirra, i. e. "The
5
wisdoın concerning the creation of hannful beings" ; and another one entitled in
Kholeif's edition Afiii Allah, "The acts of God", and in the edition of Prof.' Topa6
loğlu and Dr. Aruçi Fi 1-bikma wa-s-safah, "On wisdom and stupidity" •
Despite this scant evidence, however, it seems to me that God's wisdoın played
a central role in Maturidi's thinking. Even though he did not elaborate on it expressly, he often took it into account when discussing other issues. I would even argue
that this concept w as one of the basic ideas of his teaching which deeply influenced
the structure of his theology. Therefore it ınay be useful to gather together his state7
ments alıout it and to consider wlıat he may have wanted to tell us in this way.

In doing so, I fırst need to

eınphasize

that there is nothing unusual about the
fact that Milturidi was reflecting upon God 's wisdom. Every Muslim theologian
did so, and every ka!iim school was convinced that God is wise and always performs wise acts. The only question was what the nıutakallimün really ıneant when
they uttered such sentences. For there was a variety of interpretations of God's
wisdom di ffering not only in detail, but on substantial and crucial points.
2

I dedicare this article to the memoıy of Richard M. Frank who died on May 5'h, 2009, only a
few weeks before the opening of the symposium on Miituridi and Matundism. He extended our
knowledge about Islamic theology, inciurling the Maturidite school, with numerous perspicacious
articles, and w as al so the first scholar who recognized that the concept of God's wisdom and the
related topic of the intelligibility of the creation w ere of central importance to MatundT's thinking (cf. Frank's remarks in ,Reason and Revealed Law: a sample ofparallels and divergences in
kalarn and falsafa", in: Reclıerclıes d'lslamologie. Recueil d'artic!es ojjert a Ge01-ges Anaıvati et

3

Louis Gaı·det par leurs co/legues et amis, Louvain 1977, p. 123-138, especially p. 125 n. 2).
References are given to the edition of Fathalla Kholeif, Beirut 1970 (=Kh), as well as to the

4

new edition prepared by Bekir Topaloğlu and Mohammed Aruçi, Ankara 2003 (=TA).
References are given to the edition of FaÔima Yüsuf al-EaymT? 5 volumes, Beirut 2004, as
well as to the much better, but stili unfinished, edition printed in Istanbul since 2005 under the

5
6
7

aegis of Bekir Topaloğlu. ofwhich 13 vqlumes have appeared thus far.
Tawbfd 108-110 Kh /168-170 TA.
Taıvbfd215-221 Kh/343-351 TA.
A fırst draft of my reflections on this topic was included in my book AI-Miiturfdfund die sım
nitisehe

Tlıeo/ogie

in Samarkand, Leiden!NewYork!Köln: E.J.Brill 1997, pp. 330-334.
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One ofthese interpretations was the view of the Mu 'tazila • As is well-known,
they were convinced tbat wisdom is, in a certain way, an objective standard. This
standard indicates in an intelligible manner what is wise and what is wrong or, in
terms ofmoraljudgement, what is good and what is bad. This means, ifconsidered from the viewpoint of man, that man is capable of recognizing good and bad
using his intellect. Consequently, he is bound by moral duty from the moment he
can make use of his intellect in an autonomous manner. On the other hand, the
concept also has consequences for God. For He, too, has to acknowledge the same
objective and intelligible standard. He can onlydowhat is perfect and has to follow criteria which do not depend on His decisions and are neither open to change
n or subordinate to His will. Therefore, many Mu 'tazilis, amongst them Matui"Tdi's
immediate opponent Abü 1-Qasim al-Ka'bi, drew the conclusion that God must
always do what is "the best" or, more exactly "the most advantageous" for His
creatures, a conclusion which has become famous as the aşlab-theory.
Anather interpretation which differed completely from the concept of the
Mu 'tazila was the view of Abü 1-]jasan al-Aif ari9 • He refused any idea of objective standards which rnight be self-evident and intelligible and therefore accessible
to human rninds. According to him, God alone decides what is wise and what is
appropriate to His wisdom. His decision needs neither reason nor justifıcation, but
is completely free. The Creator can do whatever He wants and can order whatever
He wishes. The simple fact that He is acting implies that his acts are perfect and
wise. God could just as well do the opposite. There is no intelligible structure in
His commands and His prohibitions. Therefore, man is not able to identifY his
duties by intellectual means, but is dependent on revelation if he wants to know
what is good and what is bad and, consequently, what he should do and what he
should avoid.
Each view depicts a completely different idea of God, for each of them sh·esses anather aspect or, to use ka/am tenns, anather attribute of God's essen~.
As' ari emphasizes the power and the freedam of Gad. He wants to avoid the idea
that the Creator could be related to or bound by anything. Thereby As' ari accepted
that when considering his theory, one might have the impression that God's acts
are perceived as arbitrary and lacking intelligible coherence. The Mu 'tazila, on
the other hand, emphasize God's justice. According to them, Gad has to respect
8

9

Robert Brunschvig, "Mu'tazilisme et optimum, in: Studia lslmnica 39 (1974) 5-23; Frank,
"Reason and Revealed Law" (cf. n. 1), pp. 124-129; Daniel Girnaret, La doctrine d'ai-Aslı 'arT,
Paris: Les editions du Cerf 1990, pp. 433-435.
Frank, "Reason and Revealed Law", pp. 135-138; Gimaret, La doctrine, pp. 435-45 l.
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the same objective standards as man, for what is good and wise in the sensible
world, is als o go od and wise in the world of transcendence. In adopting that vi ew,
the Mu'tazilis took the risk of defıning God's actions and thereby limiting the
scope of His activities which could be interpreted as a restriction of His power
and His absoiute freedom.

II

Let us now turn to Abü Manşür al-Maturidi. As we will see, his own concept
of God's wisdorn is a kind of rniddle course between the two concepts which I
have just outlined, forina certain way he tıies to combine both aspects: God's power and sovereignty which was emphasized by Aifari as well as God's intelligibility andjustice emphasized by the Mu'tazila. This does not mean that Maturidi
himself had direct knowledge of both concepts. Of couı·se, he was well aware
10
of the teaching of the Mu'tazilis and, in particular, of Abü 1-Qasim al-Ka'bi •
But I do not think that he had ev er heard anything ab out the teaching of Aif ari;
probably, he was not even aware of his name. Nevertheless, he was familiar with
ideas which ~:rere quite similar to those of Aif ari. I am speaking of the ideas of
,Islamic traditionalists, the ınul;ıaddi!.fuı, who paved the way for Aifari's teaching
and who were themselves widespread in the Islamic world. They aiso taught that
God is beyond our comprehension and that we are in need of His revelation ifwe
want to know what is good or bad and what is wise or wrong. Therefore, it may
well be that Maturidi became familiar with such ideas when he was reading their
books or discoursing with them. ı ı
As I said, Maturidi's own conceptııalization tıies to take into account both
aspects. On the one hand, he is convinced that God's wisdom is not limited by any
objective or given standard. God is completely wise and free. This is a conviction
which Maturidi shares with the Traditionalists. When God created this world and
started acting in His creation, He had no need to respect any self-evident moral
10

1I

MaturTdTcriticizes Ka'bTnumerous times in his writings. As forhis critique of the aşlab-tbeory
cf. for instance Taıvbfd 52,7 Kb 1 81,8 TA; 92,15-20 Kb 1 145,11-146,5 TA; 97,8-21 Kb 1
152,5-16 TA; 124,9-14 Kh /191,7-12 TA.
This is confirmed by the fact that even Abü 1-Mu'Tn an-Nasafi who wrote nearly 200 years
later than MaturTdTmentions ,the theologians of the ahi al-l)adT1'' as one of the main opponents
of the MaturTdile school (besides the Mu'tazila) with regard to this question; cf. his

Tabşirat

al-adi/la fi uşıll ad-din 'ala Ôarfqat al-Imam Abf lvfanşılr al-Maturfdi, ed. Claude Salame, 2

volumes, Damascus 1990-1993, p. 661,13.
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assumptions, but decreed Hiınselfwhat was good and what was bad. On the other
hand, MaturTdi' s God does not change. He will nev er revise w hat He has decreed
in the beginning. His system of coınmands and prohibitions is soınething stable.
In fact, it is ınore than that because it is the intelligible representation of God's
wisdoın w hi ch will itself never change. Therefore, man is ab le to understand the
wise order of the creation and to distinguish the good from the bad and these are
aspects in Maturidf's teaching which remind us of the ideas of the Mu'tazila.
At this point, I have to confess that, as far as I know, Maturidi never explained this concept in a defınitive manner. As I mentioned in the beginning, neither
in the Kitab at- Taw/:ıfd nor in the Tdwflat al-Quran is there a cbapter which contains all the information we would like to have about this topic in a coınprehensive
and systematic way. The only possibility to determine his ideas is thus to read
his writings carefully in order to look for statements whicb can be relevant for
our question. This is a fruitful method, as we will see now, because it enables us
to fııid all the tbeoı·etical eleınents wbich are necessary for shaping the concept I
have just described.

III

The fırst of these elements is Maturidi's conviction that God's wisdom is
absolute. It does not depend on extemal presuppositions and so-called objective
factors, but has its reality and its logic exclusively in itself. 12 This was an argument of central importance for Maturidi whi cb he often repeated when criticizing
the aşlab-theory of the Mu'tazilites. For their assuınption that God must always
accoınplish "the best,, or "the most advantageous, for his creatures was in his
eyes unacceptable and siınply an insult to God. According to Maturidi, man is not
13
allawed to call God to account. We must not demand from Hiın an explanation
•..r-about His acts and His creation. Consequently, we should not claim that we are
ab le to deseribe exactly Go d 's actions and to defıne what the quiddity (mah'fya) or
14
the essence (kımh) of His wisdom is.
Despite this fact, God's wisdom is not completely unknown to us. This is
the second iınportant element in Maturidi's concept which modifıes and qualifı
es the fırst one, at least to a certain degree. This second element is based on the
12
13
14

TawbTd216,16-20 Kh /345,3-6 TA; 217,17-20 Kh /346,8-11 TA; 220,5-7 K.h/349,13-15 TA.
TawbTd220,12-221 ,5 Kh /350,5-351,4 TA, where Maturi'di quotes Quran 21:23.
Tawbld 108,16-17 Kh /168,2-4 TA; 217,8-9 Klı /346,1-2 TA.
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assumption that although we cannot grasp God's wisdom itself- we are able to
fınd its traces and effects all over the world. For there are many examples which
show us that God's perfect knowledge and wisdom is minared in the effects
w hi oh He produces in this world. One of them is the hannony and the wonderful
15
govemance (ta db Tr) w hi ch permeate the who le of creation. Anather effect may
be called the rationality of the established order; it manifests its elf in the fact that
the good and the bad and all fundamental values are intelligible and can be dis16
cemed by human reason. But ev en in things w hi ch, at fırst sight, contradict this
harmony, one can find traces of God's wisdom. This is especially true for h·armful .
animals and beings (al-baiyöt wa-l-ğmvöhir açl-çlörra) as Mattıridi explains in his
chapter about. The wisdom canceming the creation ofharmful things (al-!jikma
fi [ıalq al-ğawöhir açl-çlörra) which I have already mentioned above. 17
This chapter is quite shoıi, as I said, but it ineltıdes interesting reflections.
Obviously, Abü 1-Mu'In an-Nasafi had the same impression because his Kitöb
Tabşirat al-adilla contains a chapter called "Section about the creation of bad
things" (Faşl fi Tğöd al-qabTb) which closely follows the model which he had
found in the Kitöb at-TawbTd. ıs Maturidl's reflections on hannful things are thus
worth presenting. They consist of a series of short and more or less independent
argumenis. Th~refore, I will repoıi them in the same way by enumerating them
point by point. The list ofMaturldl's arguments reads as follows:
First: Go d has created useful and haımful things in this world in order to give
us the opportıınity to experience different things. When we are in contact with
beautiful and useful things, we feel pleasure. When we are in contact with harmful
things, we feel pain. This enables us to understand what Go d has told us about
reward and punishment in the next world, becaııse asa resillt ofthese experiences,
we can better imagine the pleasures ofParadise and the pains ofHell. 19
Second: By experiencing hannful things we leam to bear hardships and troubles. This enables us to accept the hardships of intellectual life. Intellectual life,
for its part, is necessary because we must make use of our intellects and must
make the effort ofreasoning in order to better understand each other and to live
?Q
peacefully together.15
16
17
18
19
20

Taw(ıfdi8,13-16Kh/35,8-11

TA.

Tawbfd 10,17-11,4 Kh 117,10-16 TA.
Tawbfd 108,14-110,7 Kh/ 168,1-170,6TA.
Tabşira

661-673.
1.08,15-21 Kh 1 168,2-7 TA.
Tawbfd 108,22-109,2 Kh 1 168,8-11 TA.
Taıv(ıTd
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Third: Besides that, experiencing harmful things forms and strengthens our
character. By experiencing the bad and the hostile, we accustom ourselves to avoid it and to do the right things. This is the kind of habit w hi ch young people have
to acquire because it puts them into the position to accomplish the kind of acts
21
which God wants them to do.
Fourth: The fact that this world contains useful and harmful things side by
side and is nevertheless well-organİsed and in peıfect order, is an impressive de22
monstration ofGod's existence, His oneness and His wisdom.
Fifth: Hannful thin gs affect all men, even rulers and kings. By this means, all
men including rulers and kings - learn that human power is weak and helpless in
23
comparison with the alınighty God.
Sixth: The fact that God can create useful as well as harmful things is revealing in another sense, too. It demonstrates that God's power is unlimited and
tharHe is free to do \Vhatever He wants. There is no necessity (l:ıağa) for Him to
24
accomplish only one kin d of act, as the Mu 'tazilites want us to believe. .
Seventh and fınal argument: Every harmful thing is at the same time useful
for we always have to examine closer what seems to be clear and ambiguous at
fırst sight. Fire often destroys things by burning; but also helps us when we are
co oking. Water can have destructive effects, but is indispensable for life, and even
a substance whi ch is a well-known poison, can be, under particular circumstances,
25
the only remedy for dangerous illnesses.
All these arguments demonstrate that, according to MaturldT, the existence
ofharmful things is not a problem, but a sign for God's wisdom. For everything
which ınay be hannful in itself can produce positive effects on other creatures.
Thereby it is part of the overallharmony and the intelligible order of the world. As
I said, MahırTdT does not e)f:press this idea in a comprehensive and systematic way.
In fact, the only general notion he uses in this context is the term ,test" or ,examination" (mibna). As he explains, hannful things help us to prove ourselves in this
26
life; as such, they are part of the mibna which we have to pass in this world. Abü
1-Mu 'In an-Nasafi, for his part, is mo re explicit. In his chapter about the creation
21
22
23
24
25
26

Tawbfd 109,3-7 Kh 1 168,11-169,2 TA.
Taıvbfd

109,8-12 Kh 1 169,3-6 TA.
Kh/ 169,7-9TA.
Tawbfd 109,16-18 Kh/ 169,10-12 TA.
Taıvbfd 109,18-110,2 Kh 1 169,13-170,2 TA.
Taıvbfd 108,18 and 108,22 Kh 1 168,5 and 168,8 TA.
Taıvbfdl09,13-15
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ofharnıful

things, he presents quite similar ideas but puts theın in a different way.
According to him, even harınful things demonstrate God's wisdom, because they
fınally produce useful effects and ,wisdom is what leads· to a praiseworthy end"
21
(wa-1-J:ıikmatu ma ta 'allaqat bihl 'aqzbatun J:ıamfda).

IV
This is revealing for, as I said, it considerably modifıes our perspective. At first,
we have been told that ınan is not ab le to de:line the quiddity and the essence of God 's
wisdom. By now, we leam that we can nevertheless understand its purpose and its
function. If this is the case we ınust after all ask for the operating principle of God's
wisdoın. For if His wisdoın is reflected everywhere in his creation there ınust be in
all created beings something which is itself wise or, at least, intelligible and wlıich
can be related to God. As a matter of fact, Matundi tries to discem and to cilaraeterize this principle. His reflections on this question constitute the third element of his
teaching about wisdom, and they are perhaps the most interesting of theın all.
As he explains in this context, God's wisdoın manifests itself in two ways
(ji l-l:zikmati Ôarzqiini): One is the way ofkindness or generosity (jaÇil), the other
28
the way ofjustice ('adl). Both oftheın are closely related, but have to be described in different ways. God's kindness is simply iınıneasurable.:It has no limit
and no end (nihiiya). Therefore, we are not allawed to say that any act of God
would repre_sent the maximum of kindness and generosity (al-afdal) which He
29
is able to exert. As for the justice, however, we have a criterion. But again, this
eriterian is not defıned as a maximum or as a maximum point. On the contrary:
God's wisdoın andjustice do not consist in always doing "the best" or "the most
advantageous" (al-aşlab) for His creatures, but in always doing what is right and
appropriate for theın.
This is an idea which was very iınportant for Matundi and which he expressed in two ways:
First, he said: Wisdoın in the sense of justice ıneans ,to hit the point" (al0
işiiba). This defınition not only occurs several times in the Kitiib at-Tawbfcf ,
but also in the Tdıvzliit. There we can read: al-bilanatu hiya l-işiibatu wa-minhu
27
28
29
30

Tabşira 664,7-8 and 666,6; cf. 385,7.
Tawbfdi25,10Kh/ 192,17TA.
Tmııbfd 125,10-12 Kh/ 192,17-19TA.
Tmııbfd97,16 Klı 1 152,11-12 TA; 306,4

Klı

1487,1-2 TA.
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summiya 1-f:ıakfmu bakiman li-annahü muş!b (,Wisdom means to lıit the point;
therefore the wise man is called wise because he is one who hits the point").31
By this statement, Maturidi obviously wanted to explain that wisdom consists of
doing what is right (aş-şawiib) and what is appropriate (aş-şa'ib) in a particular
32
situation or for a specific objective.

The second definition is just as interesting. It is quite often repeated in the
Kitiib at- Tau(ıid and reads as follows: Wisdom (in the sense of justice) is ,to set
33
everything in its place" (waçl'u kılili say'in mauçli'ahü).
At fırst sight, this seems to be a very general statement, but at closer examination, it is the focus of the who le concept. For it includes in four words the two
aspects whi ch are of central importance for Maturidi. To repeat them: One aspect
is that God has to be regarded as the absolute sovereign. He is the principle of
all beings. He is the One who has created and has set (waçla 'a) everytlıing which
exis_ts in this world. At the same time, the creatures are not the objects of His arbitrariness. Rather, they have their own characteristics and their own rights. Therefore, they are not set at any place in the creation, but exactly at the place which
is the right one and which is appropriate to them (mauçli'ahü).
This is, in my opinion, the essential point in Maturidi's concept of God's
wisdom It enabled him to reconcile the idea of God's unlirnited power with the
idea of the intelligibility of the created world. This resıllt is, by the way, confirmed
by Abü 1-Mu'In an-Nasafi. For he shared Maturidi's reflections on this point, as
would be expected, and once again he did it by expressing the same idea in a more
systematic way. As Nasafi put it and this is at the same time ıny own conclusion
"Wisdom consists of knowing things as they really are and serting them in their
places (al-f:ıikmatu ma 'rifatu 1-asyiiz bi-baqiizqihii wa-waçl'uhii mawiiçli'ahii). It
includes, therefore, knowledge as well as action (fa-kanat samilatan 'ala l- 'ilmi
wa-1-ji'li ğaml'an) . ... As an act, (our) language defines it asa ınovement which
hits the (right) tlıing (wa-huwa fi baq!qati l-luEati tabarrukun wa-ç!Ôirabun
-b
i\" 34
)IliŞ! U S-SOlJ •
V

31

V

Ta"lvfliit I 106,9-10 EayrnT 1 I 273,2-3 Vanlıoğlu-Topaloğlu as part of the commentary to Qwiin
2: 151; cf. I 96, 13 EaymT 1 I 246,9 Vanlıoğlu-TopaJoğlu and I 96,29 EaymT 1 I 248,2 Vanlıoğlu
Topaloğlu (to

32

Qwiin 2: 129).
Cf. Tawf:ı/d 307,5-6 Kb 1 488,6-7 TA, where MaturldT explains: wa-huıva tdıvllu 1-f:ıi/anati an

33

ku!la say'in 'alii mii huwa 'alayhi wa-yuşfba fi /atili say'in al-awlii bihf.
Tawbld97,l6-17 Kh 1 152,12 TA; 110,16 K.h 1 170,16 TA; ll7,9 Kh/ 181,1-2 TA; 125,14 Kh
1 192,20 TA; 306,4 K.h 1487,1-2 TA.

34

Tabşira384,11-13.
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